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MSU student dies after bag shot
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By HAWKINS MOUE
Staff Writer
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The Murray State University Alpha
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A Murray State Umsersity student died
from a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the
head early Sunday morning, a-cording to
Calloway County Coroner Rick Hams
Clayton Law, 23, was from the
Elitabethtown area. Hams said he was called
to the Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity house at 911
N. 16th St. at approximately 12:30 a.m.

Sunday. and he pronounced Law dead at I:11
i1.111 Law was taken to the Kentucky Medical
bus-tuner's Office in Louisville for an autopsy because the Madison% ilk office is closed
on weekends Harris said Monday that the
preliminary report had been completed and
the official report would probably be finished
in about a week
Sgt. David Howe. spokesman for the

Human Rights
commissioners
talk ordinance,
attendance

Hazel Council talks budget,
council appointment
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By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
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Staff

The Hazel City Council met in regular scion Monday
evening, discussing several points regarding the 2013-2014 fiscal budget and the replacement of Michelle Sharp to the council.
Following the first reading of the proposed budget. Mayor
Kerry Va.sseur discussed each line item for the general fund,the
fire fund and the municipal road aid fund.
Nearly $68,000 is expected in income fOr the general fund
between July 2013 through June 2014. with nearly $36.000 in
property taxes accounting for more than 50 percent . of the
income allotted.
Potential expenses for next year. Vasseur said, also total near
S68,000. with utilities ($13.8(X)) and public safety ($9,650)
forming almost 35 percent of city costs next year.
The difference in proposed income and expense totals less than
$50,providing a balanced general fund budget for the 2013-2014
fiscal year.

III See Page 4

MSU Police: Gun pulled on
campus was only BB pistol
Staff Report
In an email alert sent to the campus community Tuesday.
Murray State University said a gun reported on campus last
week was a BB pistol and that four suspects have been identified in the case.
The email said the MSU Police Department had continued an
investigation regarding an incident from April 30 in which a student reported being approached by four unknown black males

III See Page 2
WEATHER

TODAY

TOMORROW

70s

70s

50s

Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 52.
Calm wind.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 77. Calm wind
becoming west 5 to 7 mph in
the morning.
Wednesday Night: Partly
Cloudy.

Daily Forecast

chance of showers and thunderstorms Partly sunny, with a
high near 77 South southwest
wind 3 to 6 mph.

The National Weather Service

Tuesday: Partly cloudy

with a low around 57

Light and variable wind.
Thursday: A 40 percent

50s

Thursday Night:

chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 61 South wind around

with

a 20 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms after
10 a.m. A high near 71. Calm

A

wind becoming north around 5

6 mph.
Friday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms Mostly

mph

Cloudy, with a high near 76
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A decaying corn stalk left over from last year's harvest sits near a water puddle Monday in
a field, still yet to be plowed, in Murray. Farmers in Calloway County and throughout the
area are off to a slow start to this. year's growing season in the wake of excessive rainfall,
a sharp contrast to last year's ultra-dry conditions.

Calloway farmers waiting
for rains to leave to plant
By JOHN WRIGHT
$taff Writer .
All Danny Cunningham could do was laugh to
mask his growing concern.
"Well, I'm just sitting here watching it rain,"
Cunningham said Monday as another day of
planting was wiped out on his land in northern
Calloway County. "It's just that gamble that we
play every year, though."

Calloway County is like most areas in western
Kentucky when it comes to planting conditions.
So far, most farmers just have not been able to
accomplish much because the fields have been
too wet, a sharp contrast to last year's conditions.
"Back then on the 17th day of March it was 85
degrees and the fields were dusty." said Richard

The Murray Human Rights
Commission continued to discuss a new human rights ordinance Monday, in addition to
possible new education campaigns and possible attendance
requirements for being'a commission member.
After a discussion of various
details within the proposed
ordinance. Peggy PittmanMunke moved to table it so that
commissioners could have
more time to review it. Linda
Cherry seconded the motion
and the rest of the commission
approved it.
City Administrator Matt
Mattingly said the city council
had requested that the ordinance stipulate that commissioners would have staggered
three-year terms. The current
members will also serve the
remainder of their terms in a
staggered fashion. -with two
members taking one year. three
members taking two years and
three other members taking
three years. Mattingly said the
ordinance would also include
the process for appointing
commissioners, which involves
an appointment from the mayor
and approval from the city
council.
Commission Chairman Jody

II See Page 4
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Relay For Life
silent auction
being held
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

While Relay For Life can
raise money with its name
alone, the silent and live auctions accompanied with the
weekend festivities Often bring
in a large sum of money for the
cause.
Following last weekend's
untimely weather, the auctions
were postponed as part of the
attrition and will resume this
week.
From 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.
Wednesday. Thursday and
Friday, the silent auction will
continue in the conference
room in the Office of
Recruitment in the Curris
Center at Murray State
University.

•See Page 4
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PROM ROYALTY: Pictured above is the 2013 Calloway County High School Prom Court
Pictured from left to right are. Adrian Herndon, Morgan Stubblefield; Allie Daniel, Keisha Orr,
Ashley Harpole, Ann Boyd-Queen, Blake Wetherington-King. Chantry Carroll, Alex Creel,
Drake Dunnaway, and Malik ldlette Not Pictured is Jacob Burkeen

PROM ROYALTY: Members of the Murray High School junior and senior classes celebrated
their 2013 "The Great Gatsby.- Prom Saturday. May 4 The junior class hosted the prom The
2013 Prom Court, pictured from left. are Ashlee Edminster. Kaylee Capps, Brittany Burress,
Natalie Adams, Prestley Blane Preston Mernss, Lucas Stubblefield, Will Adams. Dylan
Boone, and Adam Stubblefield Prestley Biane and Will Adams were named the 2013 MHS
Prom King and Queen (Car on loan from Parker Ford of Murray)

National Merit Scholarship winners named
who lived at the house.
From Front
Young said Law had served
Muffay Police Department, said three tours of duty in
officers responded to the locaAfghanistan as an Army Ranger
tion of Law's death in response
joining Alpha Sigma Phi
before
to a 911 call. EMS and Harris
fall
of 2012. He said Law
in
the
also responded to the scene, he
was
originally
from Portland,
said. He added that no foul play
is suspected.
basic
training at
N.Y. and did his
MSU Associate Vice President Fort Benning in Cusetta, Ga.
for Student Affairs Mike Young outside Columbus before comsaid Law was a member of
ing to MSU by way of Radcliff
Alpha Sigma Phi, but did not
live at the house. He said the right outside Elizabethtown.
gun went off accidentally when Law's family is stationed at Fort
Law was showing it to a friend Knox,Young said.
"He was a nice, young man
who was full of life and had lots
of spirit about him," Young said.
"He was very polite. It's just a
tragedy that his life was cut
short, and he'll be missed by his
fraternity brothers and his family and everyone who loved
him."
of
Alpha Sigma Phi will host a
memorial
service at 7 p.m.
Murray-Calloway
Wednesday in the auditorium of
County
West
Kentucky
Wrather
Young
said.
The
doors
Museum,
}our Gift Waiters!
will open at 6:30 p.m.

From Front
Smotherman of Lynn Grove. "It
is definitely different from last
year. We need it to dry up so we
can get into the fields, but it's
kind of nice in a way.
"For places with irrigation
systems and wells, this is filling
those areas up. Plus, we found
out last year that 107 degrees
with no humidity doesn't work
too well."
Last year,a major drought was
causing the ills for farmers
throughout the region with
many corn crops harvesting no
better than 20 percent. This
time,the rains so far of 2013 are
enabling underground moisture
to build up, which should carry
crops well into the summer,provided planting can get underway soon.
"We've just planted 120 acres
out of 800 (of corn) so far and
we haven't set any tobacco yet,"
Smotherman said. "The first
part of May is really when you
want to set your tobacco, especially for a double crop. This
rain, though,just keeps pushing
us back."

IT'S MY TIME!
Take the time to have your annual
screening mammogram!
MAMMOGRAMS are the best defense you and your
gal pats have against breast cancer.

Make an appointment for your
next screening mammogram during
• the HCMC Diagnostic Center
INAUGURAL MAMMOthon!
Enjoy refreshments, door prizes, and a free
item of your choice at the Jewelry is Fun
Jewelry Sale valued at S5!

"I have actually set some
tobacco in July. but I don't like
having to do that," Cunningham
said."The biggest problem with
this rain is that we're going to
be bunching everything up.
Corn planting and tobacco setting is going to be right against
each other."
Cunningham did say his
wheat crop seems on schedule
for harvest around the 10th of
June. He did say fungicide has
been applied to those plants in
the wake of the rains.
Justin Holland,official weather observer for the National
Weather Service Office in
Paducah, said Monday that the
Calloway County has received
25.7 inches of rainfall so this
year, which is 14.9 ahead of last
year for the same time frame.
He also said April of this year
produced 8.46 inches of rain,
which is about twice the normal
total.
"So far in May, we're at 1.59
inches and this is normally our
wettest month of the year (4.94
average), so we are on pace for
that to remain the case,"
Holland said,"The six to 10-day
outlook is also showing abovenormal rainfall with the next
really good chance coming
Thursday through Saturday. —
"However, it's looking like
things may start to dry out a bit
around the middle to_end of next
week."

EVANSTON. Ill. - The
National Merit Scholarship
Corporation (N M SC) has
announced this year's National
Merit $2500 Scholarship winners. The 2.500 Merit Scholar
designees were chosen from a
talent pool of more than 15000
outstanding Finalists in the 2013
National Merit Scholarship
Program.
Included on the list is Everett
Paul Weber from Murray High
School.
$2500
Merit
National
Scholarship winners are the
Finalists in each state judged to
have the strongest combination
of accomplishments, skills, and
potential for success in rigorous
college studies. The number of
winners named in each state is
proportional to the state's percentage of the nation's graduating high school seniors.
These Scholars were selected
by a committee of college admissions of? cers and hi3O school
counselors, who appraisebio substantial amount of information
submitted by both the Finalists
and their high seleols: the academic record, including difficulty level of subjects studied and
grades earned; scores from two
standardized tests: contributions
and leadership in school and
.community activities; an essay
written by the Finalist: and a recommendation written by a high
school of cial.
NMSC ? nances most of these
single-payment National Merit
$2500 Scholarships.
Corporations and company
foundations that sponsor awards
through NMSC also help underwrite these scholarships with
grants they provide in lieu of
paying administrative fees.
Scholars may use their awards at

vp„i

*Limited Appointments. Physician Referral Required.

There is nothing more
special than a Mother.
Show her how special with a giftfrom...

Per dayl

II BB gun...
From Front

Call 731.644.8486
40.1toption 1
w--•*B•
Thursday, May 9 - 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Al A
Friday, May 10 - 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

May MAMMOthon at

any regionally accredited I.' S
college or university.
This year's competition for
National Merit Scholarships
began in October 2011 when
approximately 1.5 million juniors in some 22.000 high schools
the
Preliminar)
took
SAT/National Merit Scholarship
Qualifying
Test
(PSAT/NMSQTR ).
which
served as an initial screen of program entrants. Last fall,the highest-scoring participants in each
state, representing less than one
percent of the nation's 'high
school seniors, were named
Semi? nalists on a state representational basis. Only these 16000
Semi? nalists had an opportunio,
to continue in the competition.
From the Semi?nalist group.
15,000 students met the verv
high academic standards and
other requirements to advance to
the Finalist level of the competition. By the conclusion of the
2013 program, about 8,000
Finalists will have earned the
"Merit Scholar" title and
received a total of over $35 million in college scholarships.
NMSC,a not-for-pro? t corporation that operates without government assistance, was
founded in 1955 sped? cally to
conduct the annual National
Merit Scholarship Program. The
majority of scholarships offered
each year are underwritten by
approximately 440 independent
corporate and college sponsors
that share NMSC's goals of honoring scholastically talented
youth and encouraging academic
excellence at all levels of education.

Display your car, truck,
SUV, boat or motorcycle
in a high-traffic location
for only $1 per day.

• Murray
Chestnut Street
location)
BOO (former Carroll Mazda-Nissandetails.
for
Call 753-2571
---mwommewasSIMUM1010111

outside Regents College and
alleged one of the susitects
pointed a pistol at him before
fleeing the area.
MSU said the following
information is known at this
time:
•The four suspects have been
identified.
• The four suspects were
known to the victim.
• The weapon'involved was a
broken BB pistol.
•The suspect with the BB pistol has stated he was trying to
sell the BB pistol to the student.
• The BB pistol has been
recovered by MSU Police.
"The Murray State Police
Department wishes to thank
those individuals who provided
information o resolve this serious but false allegation of a
weapon being used in a crime
on the campus property," the
email said.

•Private and Semi-Private Rooms Available
•Medication Administration
•24 Hour Supervision
•Financial Assistance Available
Karen Glover, Administrator (left)
7hmra Elkins, Assistant Administrator

107 S. 4th Street
Murray
270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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CCPL offers computer class
Calloway ( ount) PuhiK Library will offer -Microsoft Excel
20 it i Session I . ton Thursday. May 9.from 9-11 am.The class Mill
CO% CI bask • imerniediate and ashamed topics about Microsoft
Excel Pant,'pants mina base experieikr with Excel !If MUM base
attended Session ir4 I-or mote information call the library Ji 75
22KK
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The ladies of. the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club
will meet at the Hibachi King. kicared at 1415 Losses Dr_ for lunch
on May 9 at 12. 10 p.m. The Delta Department will meet Wednesday.
May. K. at 11:15 a.m. at the health department. The Kappa
Department will meet for -1..adies* Night Out** on Tuesday. May 7.
2013. at 6 p.m. in the Commonwealth ROOM. located in the ('urns
Center on the campus of Murray State t .niversity.

Murray Choral Society to give concert
The Murray Choral Socieiy will present a concert in conjunction
with the Murray High School and Calloway County High School
choirs Tuesday. May 7. at 7.30 p.m. The concert will he held at First
Presbyterian Church in Murray. Admission is free.

FRYSC Advisory Council to meet
The Mun'ay Family Resource Youth Services Center Advisory
Council will meet on May 8. at 11:30 a.m. in the west conference
room of the Murray Board of Education. The public is ins ited to
attend.

Temple Hill Masonic Lodge will meet
Temple Hill 276 Masonic Lodge %% ill hold its regular meeting
Tuesday.,May 7. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
meeting at 7 p.m. Master Michael Holt urges all master masons to
attend.

Library board to meet
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees will meet
Wednesday. May 8. at 4:30 p.m.

Claims assistance for veterans offered
Veterans may receive free counseling and assistance in filing
claims for state and federal benefits on Wednesday. May 8. and
Thursday. May 9,at the Paducah VA Clinic, located at 2620 Perkins
Creek Rd. To schedule an appointment call (270)444-8465 or visit
the clinic.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who need help dealing
with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at Elm
Grove Baptist Church.6483 St. Rt.94 E., beginning at 6 p.m. every
Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous.a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2;30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at(270) 247-7414 or Jim at(270)623-8850.

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday. May 9.
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121 N. For
more information call Flenoy Barrow at (270)978-1052.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
Ladies VFW Post 6291 vs ill hold its monthly meeting Thursday.
May 9. at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121
N. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30
p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow at 489-2436.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
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The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday. May 9.at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Murray. Meetings are open to the public and interested boaters are
invited to attend. For More information call Sylvia Canon at 7534934.

ALS Support Group to meet

Photo provided

MMS SPRING CONCERT: The Murray Middle School Bands, under the direction of Beth Stribling and Tim Zeiss, will present
a spring concert Tuesday, May 7, at 7 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium Performing will be the 6th Grade Band, the combined 7th &
8th Grade Band and the Murray Middle School Jazz Band There is no admission charge, but donations of food for Need Line
or empty aluminum cans for recycling will be accepted at the door

Mid-Continent
University holds
graduation
Special to the Ledger
MAYFIELD. Ky.- Dr. Robert
Imhoff. President of MidContinent University. will confer degrees to approximately
300 students Saturday. May 11.
2013. Commencement ceremonies will be held at Graves
County High School in
Mayfield at 3 p.m.
The Mid-Continent University
May 2013 graduating class represents a diverse group including Advantage adult program
students and traditional students
earning degrees from the James
W. Cecil Baptist College of the
Bible and The Baptist College
of Arts and Sciences.
University
Mid-Continent
offers an accelerated adult
Advantage option which provides degrees face-to-face in 27
cities ,.and towns throughout
Kentucky. Southern Illinois or
online. The cohort format
allows adult students to fit a college education into their lives.
Face-to-face classes are offered
one night a week with one class
at a time. Adults can earn an
undergraduate or graduate
degree. MCU offers the traditional college experience on the
main campus in Mayfield.
Mid-Continent University is a
on-profit. Southern
private. n—
Baptist affiliated organization.
MCU is regionally accredited
and headquartered in Mayfield.'
For more information visit
www.midcontinentedu or call
1-888-MCU-GRAD.

Photo provided

MWC CHORUS: Kathy Mowery directs the Murray Woman's Club Music Department Chorus
in a rehearsal for their dinner/concert fundraiser scheduled for Tuesday. May 21, at 6 p.m. at
the WC Clubhouse. Members include, front from left, Rebecca Landolt, Jessica Beckham,
Joanne Cavitt, Julia Caldwell, Martha Joiner, Martha Crafton, Pat Miller: back from left,
Susanne D'Angelo. Sally DuFord-Foley, Sondra Rice, Linda Stalls, Gale Vinson, Kay Ray and
Oneida White. Tickets for the event are available from Bobbie Weatherly at 759-4578.

Give Mom the Gift of

Baby Registry

RELAXATION
sr

Tana° & Wesley Babcock
Tenia Barr & Jamie Gipson
Knsty & Jake Bass
Alicia & John Bell
Ashley & Justin Clark
Heather & Kyle Congdon
Amy & Brian Edwards
Maggie & Kyle Erwin
Jessy & Seth French
Chelsea & Chase Futrell
StaCey & Michael Galloway
Candace Govern & Chad Henson
Cayla Guge & Zach Nelson
Stoya & Dustin Hastings
Brittainy Henson & Brenda) Nix
Rshlee & Bryan Hopkins
Taylor & Chris Hopkins
Brittney & Ryan Houston
Mindy & Andy Jackson
Emilee James & Jeff Whitehead
Heather & Jeff Kirks
Samantha & William Lavender
Magen & Luis Macias
Courtney & Kyle McKinney
Holly Morris & Jared Tabers
Reannon Nance & Juan Ramos
Krystian & Robert Payne
Beth Ann & Justin Pounds
Ashlee Redden
Amber & Micah Richardson
Jessica & Jake Robinson
Mary Sadler & Shaun Rowland
Chelsey Stamps & Grant Barrow
Corey & Isaiah Story
Stevie & Logan Stout
Lindsay & Zac Weaks
Cheyenne & Bobby Wilkerson
Nissa & Mark Wilson
Robyn & Jeremy Workman

The Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Support Group will meet
Thursday. May 9,at 6 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County-Hospital
Center for Health and Wellness Classroom. For more information
call Mitzi Cathey at 293-1748.

17100 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY 42071
270.761.REST

Rebate night to be held
Calloway County High School cheerleaders. will hold a rebate
night Wednesday. May 8. at Mr. Gatti's Pizza. Murray. from 4-9
p.m.The cheerleaders will get credit for receipts dropped in the box
at the cash register. The public is invited to attend.

American
Red Cross

ving
Available

left!
arator

P.COM

www theretreatofmurray com

Every Donation Sri

fling Wills
user
At Lourdes, we believe that quality
is as important as convenience
when it comes to heart care.
Board-certified interventional
cardiologist Ralph Milsaps, M D.,
of Mercy Cardiology-Murray, is
located in the heart of town, and
offers in-office care for cardiac
stress testing. echocardiograms,
holter monitoring and more.

& Gifts
More

Like us on Facebook

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY NO
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

Mother's Day Is Coming
* Endless Summer
Hydrangea
* Knock Out Rose

* Hanging Baskets
* Hibiscus

Plus, as part of the Lourdes
network. Dr. Milsaps works
directly with the hospital's
cardiac team to ensure patients
have access to cardiac MRI
and CT, angioplasty and stent
placement. cardiac surgery
and a 24-hour Accredited Chest
Pain Center.

(Happy Hour - Friday 4-7Pm
"Kirosteiv Camp)
Alusserg %INAS"
:* •
OP"
Monday-Friday 9-6,
Saturday 9-5 & Sunday 1-5
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1 Dot TaOley V
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To schedule an appointment with Dr. Milsaps,
please call 1-855-490-4707

Children's Clothing & Accessories

"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
elm
bbitru
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Harold lkonsiongl Hopkins

1111111BNISS
Thomas "Ternway" Met
Moms -loitiniy. hum. 6.4. ot South f.uiton. Tenn . died
satutday . Miry 4. 2013. at Ins home
He was horn Jan 9.1950. in Chicago. III
lk was a Me11010 of the Brooks Chapel Ministries in Fulton. Ky .
And saved as an thin and leader of Ovistian' education He was
i cored loom the(kw itlyeal I tie and Rubber Company in t'mon City,
!ems . and was a %4:1 geAtli III the Natiiwiril(Wald
1k was iirecetled nt derih by his parent.. Manic Hayes and
Itionias hum Sr. siepiiiiaher. Rose Pruitt. and daughter. Shelia
hum..
lk is sin s ised by Ins wile.()ma 1 Pruut. of South Fulton. three,
.4ins. flatten Pruitt.01 South Fulton. Pinata Gregory Pruitt and wife.
lion. of Murray. and Preston ""Irry" Pearson of Trenton. Tenn .
seven grandchildren. brother. William -Bill- Pruitt. of Knoxville.
lain . and two sisters. Patricia Hayes. id Paducah, and Velmetei
i lines, of Memphis. Tenn
1.nnerai .eisices will he held on Wednesday. May 14. 2013, at
litooks Chapel Ministnes in Fulton. with Dr. Jessie L0 Webb and
Melvin Puckett officiating. Burial will follow in the Ohion Co.
Memorial(rardens.
Visitation will be held Tuesday. May 7. 2013. from 5-8 p.m. at
Ili imbeak Funeral Chapel.
Online condolences may be made at www.hornheakfuner.
r Ichapel.com. Arrangements are being handled by Hornbeak
I. neral('hapel

Irene Marie Lyons

Harold tlunrhugi Klein. Is . it. Murray A. died Monday
May 6. at 4 la a in at Murray-Calloway Count, Hospital
He was horn June 27.19W.in Desk, to the law %Lanky and M JIN
Belle Willitki• I Hopkins
Mr litopkilis %.s% pleirded in tkaiti hy %it hitsthcfs. Hefty. Bill.
Likim
flank. Doug and Chaste', and duce sisters. Estelle.
Mary Nell and Edna
lie is bur.ived by his daughter. LIM Barnett. of Murray. three
sons_Ricky Hopkins. of Shilo. Mike Hopkins and wife. Suzy. of
Clarksvilk.'ferns . and Mali Hopkins and wile. Angie. of Atria). sib
keha Dell Scluoader. of Dexter. eight grandchildien. Blake
Hopkins, kind Bekher.-L'andice Belcher. Ryan Hopkins. Derek
Hopkins. Lauren Hopkins Brown. Kia,le Harnett and Ororgia
And one great grandchild
Funeral services will he held 'Thursday. May 9.21)13. at II am at
Blalock -Coleman & York Funeral Home. with Daniel Hopkins And
Wayne Hopkins officiating Burial will follow in Jeffrey Cemetery
Visitation will he held from 5-8 p.m at the luneral home
Expressions of sympathy may he made to. Parkinson's INsease
Foundation. 1359 Broadway. Suite 1505. New York. N Y 10018 •
Online condolences may he made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman itt York
Funeral !limit.

City of Murray named
Playful City for 6th time

Murray Led'

Murray resident arrested in Cadiz
Staff liapart
A Murray resident was /nest
ed at 12.42 am Sunday in
('ads, following a single-veht
Lk motor accident aims 1 S
111%) WM was Inteitialli NIA!
Onse
.
According to Out
adminis
Adams
Ramona.
tried inuriediate 111.1 aid, hIll
!WM
relused funk
personnel
EMS
During Ciintik i ('adit Police
Department Onkel Andrew
Santleison teported he could

•niell a strong ',dor or .ii 414,
hi ilk substani.
Sanderson said Adam. adnni
ted to Lonsuming alcohol heti
operating her 2000 iliJis I
C'lie.) Blazer
After tailing her field so/br act ,
test. Sanderson shargcd her is al,
no 111•Ut AMC IN the first iittri,„,and operating a Motor %A- hi, I,
the
influence
o
under
drugidakoh4i1413t110 in the lust
offense
Na,cotifi
dale has heel,
appointed at this time

WWW.Mtlf

III Hazel Council...
From Front
va,seth ',aid with

the Hazel
I-ire Department returning to
stale standards under Fire Chief
Brian Rose. the state fire funding for rural departments
amounting to $8.000 has
returned to Hazel and will
account for almost SO percent of
the 516.850 in projected income
for the fire fund next year..
With 510.900 arriving in state
funding for the municipal road
fund. Vasseur said he expected a
year-end surplus over $3.000
despite nearly $72000 being
devoted to .street repair and
$6,300 in new equipment.
The newest line item came in
the general fund, where nearly

$6.000 was penciled in lot
maintenance and supplies. raps
Mg the. eye of council memhei
Howe er
Joe Thompson
Vasseur addressed the purchase
of the new front-end loader had
to be accounted for, and the first
reading of the budget passed
unopposed 4-0.
Expected to finish the remain
der of Michelle Sharp's term.
Hazel native Gail Jones was
chosen by a vote of 3-1 to fill
the interim council position.
Jones has been the key
reporter and assistant for emer
gency preparedness training
within the -community.

Irene Marie I.vons. 90. of Murray. died Saturday. May 4.2013. at
Staff Report
their parents and the citizens that
ties home.
call Murray home." said
The
City
was
of
Murray
She was preceded in death by her husband. Jack Joseph Lyons.
named a Playful City USA for Murray Mayor Bill Wells. "This
and parents. Joseph Donnelly and Catherine Albright Donnelly.
the
sixth consecutive year is a testament to the city of
She is surv ived by one son. Jack and wife. Janet. of Buchanan.
Murray and its citizens to
Tenn.. and two daughters. Suit and husband. Chuck,-of Buchannan. Monday.
receive
this designation again
With
this
honor
that
recogTenn . and Ashley and husband. Jack, of Swedesboro. NI; 11
for.Most Playful City."
nizes
communities
for
prioritizgrandchildren. and six great-grandchildren.
Building a movement for play.
ing play for children. Murray
No services are scheduled at this time.
the
nonprofit organization
joins 22 cities in the country, to
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
KaBOOM! named Murray
receive the honor six times. This among 217 "Playful City USA"
also makes Murray the only communities. Roger Lee lames
Kentucky city to earn this honor
70,
of
James.
Sunday.
May
5.2013.
Benton. Ky.. died
Roger Lee
Other Kentucky cities includsix times.
ed in this year's selections were
at 3:14 a.m. at his home.
"This six-time honor recogni- Beattyville.
Lexington.
He was born July 2. 1942. in McVeigh. He was married to Ruth
tion
is a compliment to the Pikeville. Williamstown and
nity education campaign should
(Scott)
James
on
June
16,
1961.
Ann
From Front
focus, having recently covered
Mr. James was a member ctf the Glendale Road Murray community: the youth. Campbellsville.
Cofer asked if the ordinance the local schools well with the
Church of Christ and was retired as the owner of
needed to state that the chair anti-bullying campaign. Some
West Kentucky Burial Vault Company for over 20
would only vote on business in asked about focusing on suityears.
order
to break a tied vote. able housing. and City Attorney
He was preceded in death by his son, Roger
said it did not have to
Mattingly
Dwayne James Jr.; his father, Wilson James; and
Warren Hopkins said the
he in the ordinance and could be
two brothers. Franklin D. James and Ronnie Dale
Calloway
County
Health
included instead in the bylaws
James.
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) - Law existing work force more effecDepartment enforces standards
once they are adopted.
He is survived by his wife. Ruth Ann (Scott) enforcement agencies across tive, but Byars said it is difficult
Cofer also asked about the of living if someone is renting
James; son, Brian James and wife. Kimberly. of western Kentucky are struggling to manage such a large area with
James
possibility of adopting an. atten- housing in a "slum situation."
Hardin; mother. Emma (Thacker) James, of with a declining number of offi- such small resources.
dance policy requiring members However,if housing discrimina"We try to be as proactive as we
Murray; sister, Wilma Woods and husband.Charles. of Murray; cers and rising crime rates.
to not miss too many meetings tion were involved, that could
Sheriffs in the region say having can be," Byars said. "When my
brother, Estil James. of Hazel; grandchildren. Michael James and
and for them to be asked to concern the commission, he
wife. Alesha. Alyssa Lynn James and Ella Kathrine James; mother- fewer officers available is leaving .deputies have more time, they resign if they did. Cofer said he said. Mattingly said that before
in-law. Marie Scott, of Murray; brothers-in-law. Dennis Scott, of departments shorthanded for patrol our problem spots. There had also written a letter to
the commission made any deciMurray, and Woody Scott. of Ohio; sisters-in-law. Priscilla emergencies, causing scheduling isn't a lot of extra time around Mayojt Bill Wells, who attends
sion on a housing campaign,
here,
but
we
try."
issues
and
delaying
response
Vobrocek, of Illinois, Arlene Lott and husband, Frank, of Tulsa,
all the commission meetings. they should talk to Director of
Graves County Deputy Sheriff
Okla.. Rita Gail Liebe. of Owensboro. and Carol James. of times to calls. A 2009 study by the
requesting that he remove Tung
FBI recommended that sheriff's Davant Ramage says, like many Dinh as a commissioner Planning and Engineering.
Mayfield; and several nieces and nephews.
Police Chief Jeff Liles and
Graveside services will be held at 2:30 p.m. Wednesday. May 8. departments should employ 2.7 agencies, there's little or no because of his poor attendance.
health department officials
bring
on
more
staff.
deputies
per
1.000
residents.
money
to
2013. at Murray City Cemetery, with John Dale officiating.
Cofer did not not mention Dinh
The Graves County Sheriffs by name during the meeting. but about how they handle unsuitAnd, Kentucky State Police,
Visitation will be held from 12-2 p.m. Wednesday. May 8. at
which provides help for smaller Department employs 13 sworn said Dinh had not attended a able housing.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
departments
in II'western officers. Subtracting the sheriff, commission meeting since May
Commissioners further talked
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Kentucky counties, is also feeling two deputy sheriffs and two 2012.
about the possibility of focusing
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
the pinch. The post in Mayfield detectives, that leaves eight road
Commissioners also discussed the campaign on workplace hulFuneral Home.
.
once employed nearly 50 road deputies for nearly 600, square on what issue their next commu- lying.
/
deputies, but that figure now miles of county. Both Ramage
and deputy sheriff Steve Halsell
stands at 26.
McCracken County Sheriff Jon go out on calls. Ramage said.
Hayden told The Paducah Sun his especially when the department is
department should have 178 stretched to the limit.
imperative that teams do their
From Front
Graves is a self-supporting
deputies to account for the 65.000
best to send a representative for
Several items remain avail- the meeting. as funding totals
people in the county. But, the department - it survives on tax
department has 39, including collections and everyday seizures. able for hidding,including corn- will be announced and early.
Hayden. The next year's county Unless outside money is found, hole boards, homegrown and preparations will begin for next
budget
adds one more to his force. the department can't hire more home-canned goods. a silver season.
Iteeeza,
Eagle coin, a hammock, Mary
There's an average of three to six deputies. Ramage said.
Though questions still remain
Calls and the department's Kay items and more.
deputies working each shift.
regarding a possible switch
Jennifer Young, co-chair of from one location to another due
"We can't do things the same investigations are prioritized.
WWW kyhousing orq (800)633-8896 Toll-Free in K‘7
Relay For Life, said that along to harsh conditions, Whitfield
way we used to because we don't Ramage said.
"I have no choice but to priori- with the auction, teams can also said it wasn't as simple as mov have the manpower," Hayden
tize, and that's sad," Ramage said. bring in some of their goods ing the event to another location
said.
Marshall County Sheriff Kevin "Every time my phone rings, from the Relay and continue at the last minure.
"The committee will explore
Byars says his department is that's a concerned citizen that has sales to help raise team funds.
Young said teams would need other options for the possibility
examining crime and crash data, a legitimate reason to call. I don't
Prii..es as III its id
then assigning officers to the area have the manpower to devote to provide separate money bags of contingency plans should
business tin
Li'. 6. 201.5
Investments Since 1854
most in need at peak times to because I have to choose crimes for their items and then all pro- inclement weather happen in the
that are larger. more violent or visions will be kept under lock future." Whitfield said. "It's not
make up for a lack of deputies.
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Staffing woes force changes
on police departments
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TESTING: MMS faculty and
staff pictured with Murray
Mayor Bill Wells Teachers
and students alike have been
preparing and undergoing
state testing over the past
weeks
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CHECK IT OUT: Representatives from Finish Line car wash
of Murray recently presented Calloway County High School
FBLA Officers (I to r) Morgan Stubblefield, Logan English,
and Keisha On with a check for $1,200 that the club earned
by working with Finish Line on a fundraising project

TESTING!: Murray Middle School students were wearing gold
at the recent test rally held at Murray Middle School. The
Murray Middle School PTO provided every MMS student a
gold shirt that read: "Be Bold. Wear Gold." During the rally
the MHS Dram 'line kkked the rally off, followed by a visit by
the MSU football players and cheerleaders and the Murray
Mayor made a special appearance. To the right. Mackenzie
Phelps and the Murray Tiger pose for a nice candid.
Photos Provided
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ON TARGET:(from left) Tripp Crane. MHS assistant archery
coach, Willie Richardson, captain, and Randy Louis. MHS
Archery coach. Richardson was awarded the National
Guard KHSAA Best of the Brightest Leadership
Sportsmanship Award during the State Archery Tournament.

1, 2, 3...: (left) MSU Football
players posted up for pic- •
tures with MMS students at
Testing Rally in hopes of
bringing a boost to spirits
before students hunkered
down for lengthy state
exams.

MHS student Redd receives national honor
FOR THE LEDGER
The National Socict \ of
School
LI igh
Sc holars
(NSHSS) announced that
Murray High School student
Brandon J. Redd. from
Murray. has been selected for
membership.
The society recognizes top
scholars and invites only those
students who have achieved
academic excellence. The
announcement was made by
Founder
NSHSS
and
Chairman Claes Nobel. a senior member of the family that
established the Nobel Prizes..
"On behalf of NSEISS. I am
honored to recognize the hard
work, sacrifice and commitment that Brandon has demonstrated to achieve this level of
academic -Eitcellence." Nobel
said."Brandon is now a member of a very unique community of scholars a community
that represents our very hest
hope for the future."
"Our vision is to build a
dynamic international organi-

/ation that connects members educational partners. online
with meaningful content. forums. personalized recogniresources and opportunities." tion items and publicity honstated
NSHSS
President ors.
James Lewis."We aim to help
Formed in 2002, The
students like Brandon build on National Society of High
their academic successes and School Scholars recognizes
enhance the skills and desires academic excellence at the
to have a positive impact on high school level and encourthe global community."
ages members of the organizaMembership in NSHSS enti- tion to apply their unique taltles qualified students to enjoy ents. vision and potential for
a wide variety of benefits. the betterment of themselves
including scholarship opportu- and the world. Currently. there
nities, academic competitions. are more than 530.000 Society
free events, member-only members in over 160 counresources, publications, partic- tries. NSHSS provides scholipation in programs offered by arship
opportunities
for

So Real
will he opening MAY 9th at 10:00\11

deserving young petiole.
For more- information about
NSI1SS. isit WWw.nOtss.orli.
R ed d s

With so many choices
it's easy to make
Mother's Day Special
at•••

ARZE
Purchase a $25 Gift Card

parents :ire

Becky
Freeie of
Nlurray and
James Redd
of Mayfield.
Ills grandparents are
Phyllis and
Richard
Duckworth
Redd
of Murray
and the late SylY ester and
Mabel Redd of Mayfield.

receive a FREE $5 Bonus Card!
S5 Bonus Card Limited to First 100 Customers

Bel-Air Center • Murra • 753-0440

Come G,./

the Perfeef

eardand v
•

Mother's
Day Giftt

at ow NEW LOCATION
in the Southside Shopping Center
615 South 12th St., Suite F & G
Home Decor • Wreaths • Furniture • Metal

Recrns To Rlosgownis
I 2397 State Route 94E • Murray, KY • 753-4050
(from Murray take 94E. 1-112 miles on right)

Rehabilitation Services

The

Right Choice for Your Physical Therapy

COMMUNITY EDUCATION SERIES
Topic: Stroke Symptoms
Please join us

Mothers Day Headquarters!

Wednesday • May 8,2013

Beautiful Baskets, Color Bowls & Mixed Pots
starting at $14.99

Guest Speaker:
Dr. Jimmy Couch, DO

Bird Baths • Garden Flags • Hummingbird Feeders
Bird Houses • Gift Certificates
Come see usfor all your vegetable garden needs...
Bulk Seed • Vegatable Plants• Sweet Potato Slips

_

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Neurology
FREE LUNCH AT NOON

Ca11270-759-9500 to reserve yourseat today!

Open Monday-Saturday 9-5• Sunday 12-5
www.beanstoblossoms.com

208 South 6th Street • Murray, KY 42071 • 270.759.9500
us On
www.heartlandrehab.com En find
Facebook
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
• Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
010
Lecwa
Notice

Leon
Notice

Kelp Wanted

Kt-qui-Ida for Proposals
I he ray of Murray Kentucky will accept proposals
for a broker agent to represent the City in the
administration of its health insurance program
Specifications as to the scope of services required
are available at the City's Customer Service Center
104

North 5th Street. Murray. KY 42071 or can be
obtained by emailing
.
customerserviceiumurraykygov

Proposals are to be sealed and marked 'Proposal
BrokerAgent" and must be delivered to the
Customer Service Center by 9 a in local time on
May 15th. 2013
Questions regarding the proposal can be directed to
Alan Lanier. Finance Director, at 270-762-0300
reserves the right to waive informalities and to reject any and all proposals

The City

QC!
Hob *anted

060

of Murray

'46cfrq

Position open for:
Service Center
Assistant

•Post High School Education AND
*Two years clerical and office experience
•Position located in Murray Kentucky
•Salary commensurate with education
and experience
Applications will be taken from Monday. May 6
through Friday, May 10 at the Murray Service
Center located at 1401 North 12th Street in Murray.
at the Adrrun Office located at 408 East Broadway
in Mayfield. or by contacting Melinda Scoggins,
HR Manager at
mscogginserivervalleyagcredit.com. office
hours are Monday-Friday. 800 a.m. to 4 30 p.m
EEOC-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

020

020

Nodce

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Lynn Grove
Self Storage

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

270-519-0143
ClIffAAsura KwA),

NOW OPEN
the
Around
"Just
Corner" from MSU at 5
points Thrift Store 804
Coldwater Road
RCS-CLEANING
Mother's Day Special
Giver her something
she can really use and
appreciate.
Give her -a break"
Includes special gift
270-94-4612

Smurf
Storage

Papa

1st Month tree!
.1.ew Climate Confil
Available
.24/7 Surveillance
•Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
'71) ib'7 I 0f1

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY!
753-1916

050
Lost and'Found
FOUND: Wedding ring
near city park. Call to
identify. 270-293-4921
POMERANIAN/CHIHU
AHUAS mix. Looks like
a red fox. Turned up
missing 5/2 in Kirksey
area. Answers to Foxy.
227-2719
060

ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Approximately
15hr/week. $550/mo.
to
resume
Send
Coldwater UMC 8317
State Route 121 North,
Murray. Job description
online at coldwaterchurch.org
CLERICAL position. 30
hours per week. MonFn. Good communication skills and computer
knowledge required.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L Murray, Ky
42071
PART-TIME help for
2013. L&M Lawn
Service. Call 227-0611

I Give her a subscription to the
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Local Mall
Home Delivery
iCattos,,,
3 mo......--$38.418
3ian
6 mo...-....-.355.411
1 yr. ----SIMARD
1 yr.........-.$105.118

p.

6 isto.....-..-$M1.811
1 yr....--$121.88

All Other Mall
Subscriptions
3 roo...-.........$75.00
6
1 yr. --......$145.00

Money Order
Check
1
1
Name
1
Address _
St.
1
1
City
--- I State,_.

Visa

MK'

Zip

Daytime Ph._
1
1
ll
1
1
1

Mail this coupon with payment toMurray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 758-111111

4

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
Responsibilities include setting up production
lines, performing preventive maintenance. troubleshooting, and mechanical and electrical
repairs on production equipment. Preferred skills
include mechanical, electrical, PLC. variable frequency drives. 3-phase power. pneumatics,
machine shop and welding. Any Fanuc or ABB
robot experience is a plus. Prior manufacturing
maintenance experience is desired. Applicant
must have a continuous improvement mindset
willing to continuously look for ways to improve
our line efficiencies.

State
Kentucky
Penitentiary- LPN 6pm7am. 3 nights per
week, every other
Primary
weekend.
duties to include medication administration,
and
assessment
response to emergencies.

The position shift is for 3rd Shift
Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance, 401k Plan, company paid retirement.
vacation and paid holidays
Applications may be submitted
online by going to:

Select careers/lobs at the bottom of the webpage
Select Manufacturing
Select Kenlake Foods
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace

Please forward resume
CorrectCareto
Integrated Health at
hr@correctcare.com or
(859)685-0901
fax
EEO
YEISER Art Center is
accepting
currently
applications for the
of
position
Administrative
Required
Assistant.
hours are
Tuesday-Saturday 105 & special events.
Graphic design &/or
management
office
experience prefered.
Send resume to Yeiser
200
Center
Art
Broadway Paducah KY
42001

6 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Employer: Normand Feezor - Melber. KY.
Perform all duties of Tobacco. Straw/Hay, &
Row Crop Production, including planting, cultivating, irrigating, harvesting, storing, & packaging, and other alternative work. Employment
Dates: 07/01/2013 - 12/31/2013. $9.80/hr.
Piece Rate may be offered. Worker guaranteed
3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50% of contract is met. Frandom drug
testing may be done after hire at the employer's
expense. Contact the Kentucky Department for
Workforce Investment at 502-782-3079 and
reference lob order KY0485227.

COURIERS Needed
Area.
Murray
for
Daytime and Evening
shifts available immediately. Use own vehicle.
Cash paid weekly.
Call 759-2485 for more
info.

DENTAL/BUSINESS
Assistant: Established
Murray dental practice
looking for an individual
with computer skills as
well as knowledge of
dental assisting. Duties
insurance
include
claims filing, telephone
patient
with
skills
and
appointments
insurance. Some dental assisting will be
required. Send resume
to PO Box 1040-Y
Murray, KY 42071

PAINTING contractor Is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting expenTo apply call
ence
753-6895 8 leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to Jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

NIGHT bartender wanted 4 nights a week.
Mainly be weekends.
Shift will be 6pm-3am.
Experience is necessary. Apply in person at
641 Club. Please bnng
a short resume with
you. 731-336-4344

TAKING applications at
Karen's Wildcat. No
phone calls.

320
Apartments For Rent

150
Articles
For Salo

Help Wanted

NOW Hiring
Facility
LaCosta
Support Services We
are hiring a Floor Tech
If interested please
apply onine at
www lacostaservices
om
WEBSITE
Editor/Copywriter-FT or
have
must
PT.
HTMLJCSS experience
and good writing skills
Pay based on experience. Email resume to
shawn@kylake.net
KY
WESTERN
Correctional ComplexMedication
Certified
for
needed
Aide
1 0 Opm-9.0 Opm.
include
to
Duties
preparing, administering. and documenting
medications. Must possess documentation of
successfully
having
passed the medication
competency
aide
exam.

WWW.krogencom

Help Wanted

:MOM WILL LIVE IT

Rest of KY/TN

Kenlake Foods, located in Murray, KY. a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing private
label manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for:

L
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CHRISTOPHER S
COINS
Needs your coins.
Paying high prices.
Offering great bargains Appraisals
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrmann

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today.
appointment
270-753-2905

Appliances

NEW apartment in
$550 00/mo
Hazel
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPUANCES
WARD-ELK1NS
605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
180
Lawn & Garden

Garden seeds & supplues at
Marshall County Coop.501 Poplar, Benton
270-527-1323

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
340
Houses For Rent

3-4BR. 2BA, brick
home. New paint, carpet and tile. $700/mo.
Deposit and references. 293-2972 or
USED Mowers for Sale
227-0611
Grasshopper
4BR house. Lease and
Skag
X-Mark
deposit required.
John Deere
270-753-4109
270-210-6268
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighbor270
hood. Available the end
Mobile Homes For Sale
of May. 270-978-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 2BR rental
wide
single
1998
house. 641 South. No
mobile home with 2BR,
pets. 227-6431 or
1BA, all appliances
293-6156
Asking
included.
$9.800 270-978-6074
360
Storage Rentals

140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
ANTIQUES. vintage
and collectibles. Get a
second opinion. Call
270-293-4510
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner. used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

Top Prices Paid For
S Gold .3 Silver $
LEE JEWELRY

280

Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and

PROPANE
119 E. Main
1 bedroom apartments
(270) 753-6266
locations
Various
Cell: (270) 293-4183
[
Coleman Real Estate
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets 753-0259
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR duplex, all appliances included.
270-767-9948
270-293-9474
2BR, IBA Water/trash
$425/mo.
included
270-719-1654
W/D
brick.
2BR,
hookup, redecorated,
no pets. $435/mo.
293-6070

KEY MINI

WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Want to buy Junk or
running cars and trucks
and Junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

I BR from $145
'BR from $175

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
CORNER desk set
w/CD hutch $50. 33"
Sony wide screen TV
with 5 disk changer and
speaker w/stand $175
315-778-5911
MR32
MICRORAIN
traveling sprinkler with
booster pump. Rarely
used. 293-4393
STRAW $3.50Autle
753-4582 or 227-7352

•

Neer SIN
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton. KY
270-705-4859

Hill Electric

430
Real Estate
Murray Ledge.

hones I
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hirbid discrimination
sak, rental me adsertising
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under Federal

'Male
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& 10x15's
1270)436-2524

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
0PPorturdy
y Equal

C

UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus Non smoking, no
pets 270-753-5980

Comrnedcal Prop. For Rent

2 Auto Shops

Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay
270-485-6122
40X50 clean-up with
office 293-6430

mtfigusie

380
Pets Supplies

Ask about our

Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

Residential &

•

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
Obedience
DOG
giendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858

•

•

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

lass

Vie is ill knosingl accept am
adyertisinF Sir real eiitale %%Mc+
is not in %iiilation ot the lass All
persons are berets informed
that all ilsellings ad% ertised an.
a% ailable on an equal opportunit% basis

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

For further asiostanie in th Fair
Housing Ad%ertising requirements, contact N AA Coun,e;
•48-11V0
Rene P %filar

1,44. .01IIMOL

TRAVIS
ASPHAL1
Pining. ticalcoatin..2
& Mauling
Tom. TR AN is

170-1934256
Acreage
•
2.3 acres for sale. Nice
Old
lot.
building
in
Road
Hickory
Asking
Kirksey.
$15,000.
270-293-9904

460
Homes For Sale
3BR. 2BA brick. 1 car
attach/garage, 1 car
detached. 24x36 viny
building. storage shed
on 1.2/acre. West of
Murray. 753-0621
293-7550
4BR, 2BA, attached 2
CG, fireplace, iacuzzi.
large closets/rooms, on
secluded 5.6 acres. 1
miles south of Murray.
REDUCED! 293-7697
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
SALE by Owner- 2211
Carol Drive Brick,
1997, 1.5 story, 2670
sqft. 5BR. 2.5BA, 2.5
garage, wood floors.
$185,000.
270-761-3574

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

Visit
kentuckytalcs
delifs_cml

490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residential &
Commercial
Deck Washing &
Staining
Free Estimates
Loconsal arid Incarod
(270)435-0060 Dave
(270)226-0505 cell

Engine Repair
For all your parts, service,
sales and repair needs.
We sow offer vegetable
plains seeds

Ca11753-2925 _
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured
(270) 489-2839

S WASTF
'
HALL

MA\Acumr\

1985 Chevy half ton • weekly & special pickups
pick-up long bed. 305 • locally ov.ned/operated
engine. 99,000 miles. 759-1151 • 293-2783
Runs good and good
293-2784
tires. $1.200 OBO
270-293-1063

i
nd
lordZ

•ernell landermaes etc.
1-270-978-1204
Rernovel
All
Carpentry
•Illseadential
Construction. New con.Corninerclai
struction, home &
Mobile Home repair. 411silchete "Insured
-licensed
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

(270)978-4591

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local, reliable,
and affordable Free
estimates
270-293-7220

Tr
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by M
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Amy

N

teacher, at

was the v
East Side Small

hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461

530
Services Offered

Lo
sor
Pi

Spring Time Special

We Finance

500

T

270-873-9916

•Tnmming
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

•
•

753-9562

11016sIng Al %oh,
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limitation or discnnunahoe bawd in race, color, rell;Jon. se%. handicap. iamilial statu,or national IL mgm, or intention to make an% such pretererkts limitations or discnminalion.
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Since 198()
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Used Trucks

305-D 12th Street
.rray. KY

Articles
For Salo

410

t gamer of 121 S 45, (lendale.

ARTISANS

150

VISA

•
L&M
LAWN SERVK E
Mowing, Manicuring.
landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
I do lawn maintenance
8 hauling. For more
info call 270-227-3309

Excellencl
Education
the Murn
Center for
Todd Bro
MSU Ce
Education.
with a plat
The Ce
Education
and under,
and finant
people.
The Exc
Education

Stuc
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Special

More th
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on Jan. 29
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region ar
staff.
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problem a
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MEMORIAL IMS' TRIM -11.:

Olteree

Mr Murray Ledger rlit 'limes is honoring
soldiers past and present with a SAM' 14 ,
our local military personnel
You.can panicipate by sending a photo
of your actise-duty or seteran family
member for inclusion in our niilitary
salute to he displayed Saturday. May
25th. For only Si MAIO per photo.
tone person per photot
Submissions must be received by
Wednesday, May 22 at 5 p.m.

Nal SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING

J1.4 Lawn Service
Fr.. Estenaieb
Satisfaction Goat itrt
Cali 270-99.e 1045

Airludil 1' list ('lan*
US

An Fiore

Crossroads
Lawn 8. Garden

Alb() provtdirry garde!

assistance raised
beds planting etc

'Rank:
Branch of Service.
'Number of Years Served.

293-3406

McCoy Builders

•

kit RIIIAY

1[JF:1)(;1.1 Sin NIES

alit

-9562
Ilelectric.com
1 A-AFFORDHauling. Clean
ages, gutters,
ree work.

41011P

• NCE

P0.Box 1040 •
Murray. KY 42071

ezb\jes4 1.

2013 Gltillt 4TES. (3.b.N 1CT

Let your graduate know how proud you
are of their achievements by placing your
graduation line to be published in our
Graduation Tab on May 14, 2013.
letters is

at 5 p.m
Cost is

Best()Puck in
your Mitre.
We are very proud of you.'

REPAIR

E & PARTS
293-8726 OR
34
Van Buren

No more
than 20

Zach 270-873-7700
Daod 270-227-1106

will be
placed on ad.

AL—Shin4kg_Hand Nailed

ig. Scalcualing
( hauling
TR %V IS
-193-4256

NIL RIZ %I.

LEDGER& TIMES
1 100
1

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
753-1916

LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

sonable Rates
ality Service
0-293-8192

'zing in kitchen
th remodeling
ks & Porches
ully insured

Visit
tuckyleke
tin .02_1T1
0-873-9916
7g Time Special

8

6
7 1

2
*•

MAWS

ROO
FING
"Our Reputation

iAsphalt Installation
*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501
560
Free Column

URRA
Y
CONSTRUCTION

MI

& REAL ESTATE.=

Looking for
something in
particular?

DUMP dirt within the
city limits. Call
759-1087

Let us help
you spread
the word -

YARD SALE
504
Whitnell

with us today!

Classifieds
work!
Call
753-1916

The Murray Ledger
& Times

to place
your ad

753-1916

TOM 1'

Try running a

"Want to Buy" ad

Tues & Weds.

/Li tontrivhrrwIn
r

fr
/

We Offer
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• we now have
80 Climate Control Units

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

GARLAND
RENTAL

)1s0.1FRICAl

270-293-9170

"If you've got it, we can store itFor all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricity, and 2417 Surveillance

McCUISTON
,F? 0 0

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

Replacement and Repair

270-753-2905

270-293-1924

SIMPLY MOWING

Free Estimates

LE ADAMS
LECTRIC

y Lake
modeling

4

Greg Mansfield

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Over 28 Years
Experience

School logo

Mom & Dad

RAVIS
PHALT

3

227-4646 436-5080
Pont be fooled by imitators

12716 293-8480

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

per message

74
5

2 4 1 -7 3 8-9 56
395 1 46 7 28
6 78 9 25 1 34
1 36 2 5 9 4 8 7
9 24 87 1 563
58 7 463 29 1
7 5 369 4 8 1 2
86 2 5 1 7 34 9
4 1 9 38 2 6 7 5

9

mcaygtuiclersiiirsaigorLicom

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Servre

Anemic to previous puzzle

2

,
5

7
9

n on the house"
Ben Mathis. Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Call us for a tree inspection today!

270-779-8998

88

words

Love.

1

•AdJusint.
•Kricheit%
Buthrimolis
•PriLi
./imii,inci• Wm /.
11 d & Insult
Lit,
(270) 226-5444

May 9th

Julie,

630
Services Offered

•Frantiny
*Windows
*Doors
•Carages
*Declb
*Concrete
*Footers
*Painting
*Bobcat WOfil
•Reconstruction

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

Deadline for

b's
lonal Tree
Insured
EE(8733)

Nathan McCoy

8
5

9

cleanup & other
outdoor protect

2

3
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:Service Member's Name.
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(270)M-8146

Daytime Phone.
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Protecting your house
like it is our house!

Cutting--Weed Eating--Blowing
Vveeklv --Bi Vv'eeklv--One Time Service
ontracts--Free Estimates
0-2,500 Sq. Ft. $20.00
Sq. Ft. $30.00
6,000-11,000 $35.00
12,000-18,000 Sq. Ft. $40.00
18,000-16,000 Sq. Ft. Call for Quote
2,500-6,000

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, EEC
Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

If no rain

WWW GECI.I.0 NET

(270) 759-0890

(270) 227-1 51 2

All our line ads are placed online
for FREE! From pets to used cars
check the CLASSIFIEDS for all you
needs? 753-1916
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ack Washing F.
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roe Estimates
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))435-0060 Dave
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it Side Small
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11753-2925
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-Firewood
Onsured
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1151 • 293-2783
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Uhl
AWN SERVS( I
wing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
.eaf Vacuuming
ifactinn guaranteed
1-1816 227-0611
lawn maintenance
auling. For more
call 270-227-3309

Horoscope

Economic education award won
by MHS teacher McDowell
Special to the Ledger
Amy McDowell. business
teacher, at Murray High School,
was the winner of this years
Excellence
Economic
in
Education Award, sponsored by
the Murray State University
Center for Economic Education.
Todd Broker, director of the
MSU Center for Economic
Education, presented McDowell
with a plaque and prize.
The Center for Economic
-Education develops knowledge
and understanding of economics
and financial literacy in young
people.
The Excellence in Economic
Education Award goes to a

teacher in western Kentucky
who best demonstrates the
implementation of economic
content in the classroom in innovative and creative ways, leading to distinct positive outcomes
for students.
McDowell teaches numerous
courses at Murray High School
that are filled with economic
and financial literacy content,
including MSU.s new ECO 190:
Consumer Economics course
that many of her students are
taking for dual-credit. This format enables her students to earn
college credit for a financial literacy course while still in high
school.

Students are entrepreneurs
in 'The Next Big Thing'
Special to the Ledger
More than 150 students from
Marshall, Trigg and Graves
counties participated in The
Next .Big Thing Innovation
Competition finals April 29 atUniversity's
Murray State
Curris Center.
Students attended Mentor Day
on Jan. 29 to meet with successful entrepreneurs from the
region and MSU faculty; and.
staff.
The students came up with a
problem and designed an invention to solve the problem. Teams

made a prototype of their invention and then created a business
plan that included the costing.
pricing, marketing and advertising plans.
Display tables were available
for viewing. "The Next Big
Thing"cash was used to vote for
favorite displays.
The event was sponsored by
the MSU Bauemfeind College
of Business, the Regional
Business and Innovation Center
and the Office of Regional
Outreach.

United p
Way

important. Listen to a sugges- your finances, as you could be and adventure to the mix.
tion from others: your friends pushed to meet many different AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
mean well. Your creativity and a demands. Think twice before **** You might want to
brainstorming session might not spending. Tonight: Pay bills.
rethink a decision more carefulbe as fruitful as a clear-cut sug- SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
ly. Do not agree to anything
gestion from a friend could be. **** You'll find that others unless you are sure of the fine
Do not allow pressure to build. are seeking you out, specifically print and implications involved
Tonight: Where the action is.
a friend or a group of friends. with a financial agreement; othLEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
You might want to head in a dif- erwise, there easily could be a
*** You suddenly might real- ferent direction. Others see yoti last-minute problem. Tonight:
ize that you have more going on as negative, but you see your- Be wherever your friends are.
than you originally thought. self as someone who makes PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Pressure builds as a result. strong choices. Tonight: Let oth- **** Take news with a grain
Have a discussion with some- ers do what they want.
of salt. Open up to a change,
one you trust. You might want SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. but do not be surprised by
this person to pitch in more. You 21)
mounting
negativity.
could be overtired or stretched *** Listen to news that is Unfortunately, you could get
too thin. Tonight: Make it early.
forthcoming. You are going to less-than-desirable feedback no
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
have to take action and head in matter what you do. You know
***** Keep reaching out for a new direction. You have a lot where you are coming from.
The Stars Show the Kind of more infortnation A partner can of feelings regarding an invest- Tonight: Catch up on a friend's
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: sense that you are looking for ment or piece of real estate. You news.
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: something new, and he or she could have a lot going on right
will help you. Communication now and feel out of sorts on BORN TODAY
I -Difficult
could be active Listen and some level. Tonight: Say "yes."
Former U.S. president Harry S.
open up This process is good CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Truman (1884), actor David
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your imagination plays for you. Tonight. Detach in order ***** Someone's plan might Keith (1954), singer Enrique
out with a financial decision. to find the answer to a problem. not have been logically thought Iglesias (1975)
•••
out. As a result, a friend could
You could be wondering what to LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
do, but if you relax or take a **** You might want to con- retreat into his or her cocoon. Jacqueline Bigar is on the
walk, you will know what to do. sider making a change or doing You need to let this person Internet at www.jacquelinebiYou might catch some negativi- something very differently. A key decide when he or she wants to gar.com.
ty from someone whose opin- partner is far more conservative open up.Pushing ultimately will (c) 2013 by King Features
ions you value. Tonight: Do not than you thought. Use care with not work. Tonight: Add some fun Syndicate Inc.
feel as if you must do anything.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You'll wake up knowing what you would like to do
Emphasize your priorities. What
alags'Ais
you need from a certain someone is more acceptance. but
you are likely to receive the
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS
Understanding
opposite.
evolves between the two of you.
as long as you don't act out.
Tonight: All smiles.
1768 Pottertown Road
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
This home is very welcoming 3 bedroom. 2
*** You might want to think
bath brick home located in the county but
through what you are willing to
still just minutes from Murray. Home is also
do in a certain situation. Your
close to the lakes area and Miller Golf
ability to move forward could be
Course This home features several updates
affected by your mood and
and a nice yard. There is a great backyard
energy nght now. Do not allow
with deck for entertaining.
&movie flyerly
someone's negativity to filter in.
Try to maintain an upbeat attitude. Tonight: Play it low-key.
See this house and many more
In had
kan /
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
at www.sbgproperty.com
N
I
.116.4cr
Stanger
***** Zero in on what is

SBG

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAI
for
Wednesday, May 8, 2013:
This.year you focus on communication and creating much
more of what you want. You will
need to let go of what no longer
works in order to make space for
that which does. If you are single. you could meet someone
very interesting. You also might
note there are periods when
there is some distance between
you. If you are attached, the two
of you might be in the process of
renegotiating the tie between
you. A TAURUS friend can he
as stubborn as you are.
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Weida ink
lea yeses age
I he ( taptain Wendell Our,
hapier received • certificate at
the state meeting lot 100 perLent
participation hist district diiector
Mar, sue Hubbard accepted the
cert i I is All"
tishcfs to the Murray
Woman's Club winning first place
in the club's arts and crafts contest
were Lynda Cooper. Alice
Koenecke and Mimic Love
the
Students
front
Murray/Calloway County Area
Technology Center competing at
the
Skills
USA-Vocational
Industrial Clubs of'America state
contest were Misty Duncan,
Esterlein.
Ashley
Shelby
Waggoner. Mitch Windsor, Jon
Huey. Brandon Thurman. ('had
Duncan and Will Lawrence.
The American Humanws program at Murray State University
was awarded a grant from the
Kellogg Foundation. Project staff
included Dr. Roger Weis, Dr
Corky Broughton. or. Kelly
Rogers. Dr. Vernon Gantt and Dr.
Joel Royalty.
Twenty years ago
State Education Commissioner
Dr. Thomas Boysen toured
Calloway County Middle School.
Liberty Urban, Dea Banks,
Patricia Greer.and Harley Gamble
served as his tour guides.
A groundbreaking service at
First Baptist Church marked the
beginning of construction of an
educational wing. Shoveling the
traditional spades of dirt were Dr.
Tom Hoganaamp, Alvis Jones.
Bill Adams. and Dr. Greg
Earwood.
Susie Payne was elected Parent
of the Year for the Murray
Preschool/Head Start program.
Her daughter is Andrea Payne.
A birth announcement was published for Stephan Alexander
Bond. born April 21 to mother
Nyla Eugenia Bond of Murray.
Thirty years ago

Murray High
named to the National Honor
Society were Teresa had. Missy
A six sage
()mina
Conner.
Kimberly (Mts. Kehtwe Houston
Melanie Roos. Samantha Wilder.
Joy Nina. Lisa Wilson. Mike
Childress, Bill bt wsing 11111 C.St .
Todd Nunaally. John Puidoiii. Jon
Mark !Libation and Brad
McNutt
Tracy Brown. sophomore at
Calloway County High School.
was selected to attend the Hugh
O'Bnan Leadership Seminar at
Transylvania University
Fatly years ago
The C'umberland Presbyterian
Women of North Pleasant Grove
Church held a meeting at the home
of Mrs. Memtt Lawson Mrs. Nix
Crawford, president. presided.
County Judge Ruben 0. Miller
talked about crime prevention at
the meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club Delta Department.
Mrs. Walter Baker, chairman.
presided. Mrs. Garnett Jones read
Psalm 23 at the beginning of the
meeting.
Fifty years ago
Kathleen Madrey and Beverly
Goode of Calloway County were
named senior champions at the
District 4-H Rally held at North
Marshall.
Eddie Wells. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Wells, was granted a
three-year fellowship by the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. He was doing
graduate
work
at Cornell
University.
Sixty years ago
Calloway County had 17 homemakers clubs with a total membership of . 355. National Home
was
week
Demonstration
observed by the clubs.
The Altar Society of St. Leo's
Catholic Church met in the home
of Mrs. Willard McCarthy. with
president Mrs. Jbhn Resig presiding.

Hopeful lottery winners want
to share fortune with spouse
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Ito
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with
spoils
your soon-to-be (and probably now
hitter) es-spouse.
My husband and I have talked
at length about what we'd do if
either of us won- the Powerball
jackpot,. and no. divorce was
NOT on the list. We'd start by
consulting a lawyer/financial planner to find a way to protect our
privacy before claiming the money.
I suspect the comments from
"Happily's" co-workers are evidence that unhappily marrieds
group together -- or enjoy complaining about their spouses. Either
way. its sad. Studies show that
complaining about a spouse significantly decreases one's satisfaction in a relationship. While we
all "vent" from time to time, if
talking divorce is your first
response to a jackpot win, then
you're in the wrong relationship.
-- IN IT FOR THE LONG HAUL
DEAR IN IT: I hit the jackpot with the huge response I
received about that letter. And the
majority of readers said they would
NOT divorce:
DEAR ABBY: I am a lottery
winner,and I feel blessed and proud
that I. can take care of my wife
the way she deserves. Within two
minuted of my win I was on the
phone with her, telling her to quit
her stressful job. We now have a
wonderful life, with more than

we ever hoped for
SATISFIED
IN THE SUNSHINE STATE
DEAR ABBY: lm magle. but
that letter didn t surprise me I
think a lot of people feel they
must he married by a certain age.
.4) they end up "settling' Read
sonic of the stilly lottery winner
stones posted online, and you'll
see people trade in their spouses
hes muse they feel they can do
better or "move up.' Lux,' of like
buying a hitter. better house I'm
not saying its right, hut it hap
pens
t'INDY IN ARLINGTON,
VA
DEAR AIRY: If I won the
lottery, the first thing I'd do Is
GET married
We're waiting so
we can afford the nice wedding
we both want. -- STEPHANIE IN
SAUGUS. CALIF
DEAR ABBY: The first thing
I'd do if I won is pay off all my
debts I'm ALREADY divorced - DIANA IN TEXAS CITY.
TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: I wouldn't consider getting divorced if I won.
but I might finally buy that second husband I've been wanting
but can't afford. -- TACOMA
READER
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for 40 years. If I won I
would not divorce. There's NO
WAY I'd want to give him half
the money. I would stay married
so I could have control over the
money he spent. It would make
up for all the years that he would
pinch my pennies and make me
squeeze a nickel till the buffalo
pooped. -- WISHFUL IN OHIO
DEAR ABBY: If I were to
win the lottery. I would trade all
of it just to have one more hug
and one more night talking with
my wife, who died 16 years ago.
Our children were young when
she died, and I have tried my
best to raise them to be good
adults. But my heart still aches
over losing her to cancer. I believe
all widows and widowers would
agree with me on this. TRENT
IN OKLAHOMA

In 1824, Beethoven's Sympho- Jonathan Wainwright went on a
ny No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125. Manila radio station to announce
the Allied surrender of the Philiphad its premiere in Vienna.
In 1825, composer Antonio pines to Japanese forces during
World War II.
Salieri died in Vienna. Austria.
In 1945, Germany signed an
In 1833, composer Johannes
Brahms was born in Hamburg, unconditional surrender at Allied
headquarters in Rheims (rams),
Germany.
In 1840, composer Peter Ilyich France, ending its role in World.
Tchaikovsky was, born in Votkin- •Wer'
sk, Russia.
In 1963. the United '.§iatei
In 1915, nearly 1.200 people launched,the
died when A German torpedo sank cations satellite.
-In 1975, President Gerald R.
the British liner RMS Lusitania
Ford formally declared an end to
off the Irish coast.
In 1942, U.S. Army Gen. the "Vietnam era."

By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. May 7, the
127th day of 2013. There are 238
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 7. 1763, Pontiac, chief
of the Ottawa Indians. attempted
to lead a sneak attack on Britishheld Fort Detroit, but was foiled
because the British had been tipped
off in advance.
An this date:
In 1789. the first inaugural ball
was held in New York in honor
of President George Washington
and his wife, Martha.
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So gluten is in a lot of foods
About 300.(XX) Americans are
diagnosed with celiac disease. In
people with this disease. gluten provokes the immune system to attack
the lining of the small intestine.
It causes gas, bloating, diarrhea.
constipation, headache, trouble
concentrating and fatigue. It also
leads to weight loss and malnutrition.
For people with celiac disease,
following a strict gluten-free diet
is essential. In its most severe
form, celiac disease can cause
life-threatening diarrhea and dehydration.
Given your symptoms. you
should talk to your doctor about
getting tested for celiac disease.
If you have it, you definitely should
be on a gluten-free diet.
Even five years ago, I would
have said there's no point in your
following a gluten-free diet if you
don't test positive for celiac disease. Two million Americans follow a gluten-free diet -- and that's
a lot more than have celiac disease. Many really believe it helps
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By cutting out gluten-containing foods, you may reduce your
fiber intake from whole grains.
You may also miss out on vitamins and minerals that you'd normally get from fortified foods. So
you might consider contacting a
registered dietitian. lie or she can
help you put together a food plan
that has adequate fiber and nutrients. A gluten-free diet based on
fruits, vegetables, lean proteins.
nuts, seeds, legumes and whole
grains that do not contain gluten.
such as brown rice and quinoa.
can be quite healthy.
For many years. I saw patients
who said that they were sensitive
to gluten-containing foods. When
their tests showed no celiac disease. I told them there was no
reason for them to avoid such
foods. Guess what? They often
didn't follow my advice -- and
they were right.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorKxom, or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

to distinguish among black, brown
and navy-blue socks. I separated
the socks according to color and
placed each group into a gallon
freezer bag. I printed a picture
of something black, brown and
blue, plus typed the color under
each picture.
Now when my husband or I
look for a particular color of
sock, it is easy to go to the correct bag and pull out the desired
color of socks. — Mrs. J. Pope
in North Carolina
SALAD FOR ONE
Dear Heloise: Here is what I
do when making salad for one.
I put all the ingredients except
the dressing into a container.
When k_am ready to have salad.
I take out what I want and put
the dressing on that portion. That
way, the rest of it doesn't weep.
It keeps much longer. — A Texas
Reader, via email
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)20I3 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

by
Heloise
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NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $4.75 (check/m.o.) to
Thomas Joseph Book 2, PO Box 536475, Orlando, Ft. 32853-6475
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DEAR READER: Gluten tree

shelves, where they melt all over
EYEGLASS
the shelves. Women who are shopFRAMES
Dear ping with children are talking on
Heloise: their phones or reading a magaThose of us zine,and their children are destroywho are near- ing the area.
We all pick up things we realsighted have a
challenge in ize we don't need, but PLEASE,
choosing new take them to the front to be put
eyeglass away. I cannot tell you how many
frames: We products are ruined because of
cannot really customers' actions. —
Store clerks do not set prices.
tell how tk,y.,look on our faces.
My solution is to take my digi- We get yelled at by people about
tal camera with me and take a pricing. We put the product on
photo of myself in the mirror at the shelf and help you find it.
the optician's office. I also can We don't make it. How old do
capture a side view. Then I can you have to be when you get to
tell how the frames will look on stop being courteous?
I am writing this in hopes that
me. — Angie in McDonough,
it will make things better for cusGa.
Brilliant! Trying to pick out tomers and clerks. — A Reader,
frames can be a challenge for Little Rock, Ark.
Your letter is not the first time
anyone' — Heloise
this complaint has been voiced
ATTENTION, SHOPPERS:
through the years. What are peoPUT IT BACK!
Dear Heloise: I work in a ple thinking? It's not your fault
GROCERY STORE in Little Rock, about prices or products.
So. my dear readers, please
Ark. I enjoy my job most days,
and have worked here for sever- try to be civil, courteous and
kind. Put any unwanted item back
al years.
My problem is customers! So where you found it. or give it to
many people seem to think the a store employee. — Heloise
store is their playground. People COLORBUND SORTING
Dear Heloise: My husband is
put fresh produce in the freezer;
they put frozen products on colorblind, and it is hard for him
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IT'S IMPORTANT
THAT YOU KEEP
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Gluten-free diet can relieve
gas and bloating
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RICKY MARTIN/Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Laiken Balmer returns a ball from
Ballard Memorial's Daniell Seabolt during MondaV's first
round of the 1st Region Tournament,

PREP BASEBALL

Due to a production error, David Ramey's
full column did not run in Monday's edition
of the Ledger & Times. We apologize for
the inconvenience. It has been reprinted
here in its entirety.
The game. more than anything
else, like any great game. is a
teacher.
It teaches a thousand life lessons, which
is one of the
I
reasons
love it so
much.
I confess,
at a very
young age,
to teaching.
son
my
baseabout
By DAVID
ball. It was
RAMEY
always part
Sports Writer of my equation for him - long ago. before he
was even born.
Fathers and sons have always
been a part of the baseball story.
But I missed the equation as a
son - and was determined not to
miss it as a father.
A very long story addresses
the first part. My dad did not like
baseball and for various reasons,
did not let me play baseball, but I
loved the game. Always. And
yearned for the day when I had a
son, when I could share the game.
was given that gift. A gift of
a son that loved the game early
on.
He probably did not have
much of a choice. When he was
four months old, my wife wondered why I was taking a picture
of him in his car seat in front of

the television.
"It's his first Worlii Series
game." I pointed out.
The Fisher Price bat and ball
was an early gift. He loved it.
One of my favorite memories
is his first major league game.
Walking around downtown St.
Louis on a hot summer day - an
exhausted little boy looked up to
me as we got close to the car.
"Dad," he asked.
"Yes John." I answered.
"Can we do this again?"
Yes. Of course.
He would fall asleep listening
to Cardinal games on the radio.
The first chance he could, we
signed him up for tee ball. Before
he could walk, I had put the bat in
his hands so he would be a lefthanded hitter - dreaming one day
he would have the inside-out
swing of a Boggs or a Gywnn.
I got that.
I did not coach his first year of
tee ball. I regretted it immediately. Midway through the first year,
I bumped into another parent someone who I had worked with
at Murray State and someone I
knew who loved the game as
much as I did.
Alan Lollar and I agreed to
coach together the next year. We
coached together for the next six
years - through tee ball and pitching machines and into travel ball
•See RANEY, 10A

Calloway
County
and
Murray High will each be represented when the third round
of the 1st Region Tournament
gets underway this afternoon.
With the boys kicking things
off Friday at the Lone Oak
Tennis Center. just a handful of
local athletes took the court
Monday afternoon.
The best performance turned
in on the day came from
Calloway's Eric Winkler and
Bailey Futrell. who took down
of
the
team
Schroeder/Rommelman from
Community Christian 7-6, 6-0.
Winkler and Futrell now
move into today's quarterfinals, where they will face the
No. 2 overall doubles seed in

and' Row ton How
PaduL ah Tilghman
Murray High's duo of E-ris:
Warm and Joel Ferguson also
moved into Monday 's second
round, but fell to Hammon%
and Dalton of Lone Oak - - the
tournament's No. I team.
Indis'dually the Tigers and
Lakers weren't quite as lucky
as they were in doubles action,
with all three local athletes
falling in their second round
matches.
Calloway County's Matt
McReynolds fell to M-ayfield's
Dane Coles 6-4. 6-1.
Meanwhile. fellow Laker
Jaewon Kang was taken down
by the field's No. I seed
Preston O'Donley of Lone Oak
6-0, 6-0.
Ti mo Maronna. Murray
High's No. I individual, was
beaten by Paducah Tilghman's
Brock Sigler 6-0, 6-1.
Sigler is the tournament's
No. 2 overall seed.
In girl's action the Lail
•See TENNIS, 10A
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Samantha Taylor lines up a shot during a double's match
Monday afternoon. Taylor and teammate Hannah Riley
advanced into today's quarterfinals.

PREP BASEBALL: CALLOWAY CO. 3, GRAVES CO.2

CALL()WAY
COMES BACK TO
TAKE DOWN
EAGLES BEHIND
BIG 6111 INNING
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
After a trying game that
looked to be in the hands of
Graves County, Caleb Brannon
summed up the Laker's emotion perfectly.
"Yes!," yelled the Calloway
County catcher as the final out
was made.
Monday night's 3-2 comeback win over the Graves
County Eagles was the 'Akers
eighth of the season and second
win in three games.
Starter Hugh Paschall and
the Lakers got down early,
allowing two runs in the second and offensively struggled
to put together quality at bats.
But as the game wore on
Paschall found more of the
zone and settled in while
Calloway's offense took advantage of struggling Justin
Hayden =the Eagles hurler.
Aaron Collie walked to start
the 6th inning, Wade Carter
was hit by a pitch'and Connor
Wagner then took a full count
walk after an eight pitch at bat
to load the bases,
Tyler Greer then stepped up
and delivered an RBI single

NICK DOLAN / Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Connor Wagner lays down
win over Graves County.

during Monday night's 3-2 home

"Our guys didn't give up,"
that skipped under the Eagles'
third basemen and into left Calloway County head coach
Zach Hobbs said. "They stayed
field, scoring Collie.
with it. They-had a great inning
up
game
Paschall tied the
with an RBI groundout that there and they got the hits
scored Carter and Dain when they needed to get the
Satterwhite laid down a per- . hits. They executed when they
sacrifice needed to execute and made the
executed
fectly
squeeze bunt, scoring Wagner ,plays'when we needed to make
for the eventual game winning a play."
The Lakers were able to
run.

avoid a potential heartbreaking
comeback by Graves County in
the top of the seventh inning.
The Eagles got two on with
no outs and a single to left field
looked like it would tie up the
game but the Laker defense
took care of the relay and threw
the runner out at home - saving
their lead.
•See LAKERS, 10A

PREP BASEBALL: MURRAY HIGH 5, CARLISLE CO.0
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JOHN WRIGHT Ledger & Timec

Murray High senior John Lollar seems resigned to his
fate as the ball hits him on the leg Monday against
Carlisle County.

coach Mike Johnson and a battle
By DAVID RAMEY
with crosstown rival Calloway
Sports Writer
After an emotional three County.
"It's nice to play a game
weeks, the Murray High Tigers
it's not so stressful and
where
emotion
more
little
showed a
Monday before settling down to uptight and hinging on every
Carlisle pitch," Tiger coach Mitch
against
business
Grogan said.
County.
Grogan started all three senThe Tigers scored a 5-0 victory over the Comets at 'Ty iors, John Lollar, John Ramey
Holland Field on Senior Night, and Brady Powell. They played
boosted by the pitching work of the balance of the game, but he
Zack Grogan and Taylor Nelson also got a look at some other
- who combined for a four-hit Tigers who had not seen a lot of
playing time as Murray finishes
shutout.
It was the 6th shutout of the the season with a regional tournament berth already in hand
season for the Murray High
"We wanted all thee of them
pitching staff.
In the last three weeks. to play the whole game."
Murray has faced the All A Grogan said. "But we got severClassic, an emotional series with al others in that have earned.
Marshall County and former 'They deserve it. And even some

guys who didn't get deserve it.
And we're going to try and get
them in as we go along."
One of those was Nelson,
who has been solid for the
Tigers on the mound. But with
Murray having success with the
starting pitching, Nelson hasn't
gotten a lot of varsity Work.
He threw the final four
innings, striking out six and giving up just one run.
"His earned run average is
right there with our top,"
Grogan said. "I thought he was
throwing harder tonight. spotted
his curveball well and we didn't
even use the changeup."
Murray got on board in the
fourth, scoring two runs on a
single by B.J. Elder, a walk to
Powell and RBI singles from

Adam Lamkin and Logan
Smart.
Murray plated three in the
fifth. Grogan was hit by a pitch
and Ramey walked.collar then
bunted, reaching first and
Grogan scored on an overthrow.
Ryan Alderson squeezed in
another run and Lollar scored
the final run when Elder reached
on an error.
"We left a lot on with less
than two outs and that concerns
me," Grogan said. "But Logan
Smart had a big hit and we execute on the bunt.Lamkin had two hits on the.
night and Ramey extended his
hitting streak to 12 games with a
double.
The Tigers, 17-5 on the season, hosts Mayfield Thursday.
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Miami
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Central Division
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East DOV1111011
W [Pct GB
Boston
20 11 645
New York
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Baltimore
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Tampa Bay
6
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9
Central Division
W [Pct GB
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17
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1
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6
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W
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3
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6
11
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9
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•Ramey...
From Page 9A
- and watched our sons - both
named John. turn into baseball
players - but more importantly young men.
So many memories of looking
into the stands and see my wife
Camela and Alan's wife Liz.
Watching our boys. Sharing the
game with young boys who I
have now watched becoming
men. Being a dad.
Our two boys turned into pretty good high school baseball
players. John Lollar turned into of
the best players in the First
Region and signed a letter of
intent to pitch at Murray State
next year. Alan and Liz are very
proud of him as well they should
be. John Lollar has worked very
hard to become the player he has
become.
So Monday, on senior night.
Alan and Liz and Camela and I
walked with our sons as they
graduate later this month from
Murray High School.

Murray Ledger & I ink-,

John Lollar's career continues.
John Rainey's career, like most
high school players. ends this
spring.
But I am just as proud of my
son as Alan is of his and I hope
the lessons both of the boys have
learned will carry on for them.
JOhn Ramey has learned a
valuable lesson from the game
over the last two years. He started
much of his sopohomore year, but
struggled last season. The game
was not fun and it was not easy
anymore. A position and a coaching change has led to a senior
year that has been very fun. And
on one evening earlier this season
he had a night that will put him in
the KHSAA record books.
The lesson for my favorite
baseball player has been perseverance.
It is another lesson from the
game.
A game I love.
And so does my son.

SAAC bands out annual honors
Fee=MW Atliiistics
Awards tor the 2012 1 4
seat foi Muria% State
Addeo.s
etc handed out
Monday csenisig by the MS(
Si uderit - Athlete
Advisors
Courkil iSAA(•ft as they honored the Raters' hest .,t the
hest
sotd
The annual awards
on b MSU student athletes
whiCh—Mintber 320 and %err
gown during the annual banquet at the Cum% Center in
Murray. Ky.
Not only does SAAC recognize individual sport achievement. there is also honor given
to all graduating seniors in
MSU Athletics.
Included in the honors
were. the Team Academic
Award which was earned by
the MSU men's cross country
learn who had a combined
Grade Point Average of 3.46
tor the fall of 2012 and the
spring of 2013.
The Community Service
Award was given to the MSU
women's soccer team.
Sharda Bettis of MSU
women's track & field and
Casey Brockman of MSU football were given the Racer

Spirit Award

the ay. At d
male and one
lemale student-athlete that
demonstrated %.1...• arid
ter on .m..1 off the field. but also
%col above and beyond to reptewnl MSU student•athIctes in
all is pc% of
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.111C MSU Athlete of the
Year Award had its first occurrence of a three-way honor for
the
men's award
when
Brockman. Isaiah Canaan of
men's basketball and Patrick
Newconib ot men's golf were
given the award by their peers.
Tonia Pratt of track & field was
honored as the female w inner
of the award.
Brockman broke every
MSU single game. single season and career passing record
and was a multiple AllAmerica selection. He also finished sixth in the voting for the
2012 Walter Payton Award
which is given to the top offensive player at the FCS level.
Canaan. also a multiple AllAmerica selection. leaves MSU
as one of only six to score more
than 2.((X) points. Canaan was
Ohio Valley Conference MVP
for a second straight season.

straight OVC Player of the
Year award. During the 201213 season, he won his second
Kentucky
Stair
straight
Amateur title and advanced 10
the USGA United Stales
Amateur round of 16
Pratt was the ()VC indoorChampion in the weight throw
and second in the shot put at
OVC
Outdoor
the
Championships where she set
the school record. She also set
the MSU record in the hammer
throw and discus. In the outdoor event last weekend, she
won the hammer throw and the
discus and finished third in the
shot put.
The Newcomer of the Year
Award was given to Megan
Blue of women's tennis and
Jamul Berry of football.
Blue was named Second
Team All-OVC in her freshman
season and was 9-0 in OVC
singles play. She was the only
player in the OVC to win an
individual match against champion Eastern Kentucky this
season.
Berry burst on the scene for
the Racer Football last fall with
more than 900 yards in rushing

But we needed that, we need to
get going and restart these next
two weeks to get ready for the
beginning of the real season."
And Hobbs was happy he
listened to his starter after the
sixth inning when he contemplated taking Paschall out but
he refused to let the game be
decided by someone else.
Paschall proved himself
right as he pulled off the com-

plete game by retiring the next
two batters to secure his win..
"He didn't have his best stuff
over the first three or four
innings, but man he got good,"
Hobbs said. "I was actually
going to make a pitching
change going into the . 7th
because his pitch count got a
little bit up. But he came off
and said 'coach don't take me
out. I'm finishing this.'

10

011e

tion•

and receiving to rank sixth in
the ()V(' in all-purpose yards.
He was also named to the OVC'
Newcomer Team.
Jenny Severn& of MSU
track & field was named the
Coach of the Year after her
Irani took second over the
weekend at the ()V(' Women'.
Outdoor Track & Field
Championships in Charleston,
The Ginger Adams Spirit
Award was given to Tiffany
Whitfill. The award is presented to a member of the MSU
cheer team who best exemplifies the personal characteristics
which made Ginger Adams a
special person. Adams passed
away in 1995 in a van crash
while returning from the
Nashville airport with the rest
of the cheer team after the
NCAA men's basketball tournament in Tallahassee, Ha.
Ginger had an unbridled spirit
and enthusiasm for Racer
Athletics, had a diligent- and
successful pursuit of academic
studies and had a personality
which reached out to all who
came to know her.

•Lakers...
From Page 9A
"It was an error and it was a
tough play to start the 7th
inning there." Hobbs said about
the lead off batter reaching in
the top of the frame.
"We were able to recover
from it. Tyler (Greer) makes a
great play on the relay on a kid
being a aggressive and it was
the right time to be aglressive.

"You know you get a senior
that has earned that right and
he went out and did it. I'm just
so proud of him and it was a
good team win."
The Lakers take the field
again today at 7 p.m. at
Mayfield

before

returning

home for senior night Thursday
against Ballard Memorial.

•Tennis...
From Page 9A
Tigers thoroughly enjoyed
Monday afternoon, sending
three athletes into today's quarterfinals.
Natalie Adams defeated
Calloway County's Lily Swain
6-0, 5-7, 10-4 to advance into
the quarters, where she will

HEAT

meet Lone Oak's Madelyn
Kauffman, the No: 2 overall
seed.
Calloway County's Laiken.
Balmer fell in her first round
match to Ballard Memorial's
Danielle Seabolt.
After receiving a first-round
bye, Murray High's Kennedy
Jones fell to Emily Whitnell of

NG

Graves County 6-2, 6-0.
In double's action, the only
local team left standing is that
of Samantha Taylor and
Hannah Riley.
Taylor and Riley were 6-0,
6-1 winners over Marshall
County's team of Sullivan and
Hendrickson. then won their
second round match 6-2, 6-0

-

over Coplen and Wright of St.
Mary.
Murray's duo of Brett
Watson and Emily Kinsey fell
6-4, 6-2 to CCA's Brown and
McKeown, while Calloway
County's Italy Orduna and
Natalie Hahs fell in their second round match 6-0-61 to
Heath's Emmons and Morgan.
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Exciting News!
Mike Garrison, from D & M Heating and Cooling, has joined forces with Thornton Heating and Air
to bring you even better service! He brought with him familiar faces, Larry Murray and Jerry Johnson
Please be assured that you will still receive the same quality of service that you are accustomed to!
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802 Chestnut Street I Murray, KY 42071 I 270-753-8181 I www.RandyThornton.com
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